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The challenges of floating structures
The unique environment of deep-water offshore

is selected and the first oil date is set in stone. Then

developments often requires the use of floating

the complete supply chain – design, procurement,

structures such as SPARs, SEMIs and Tension Leg

fabrication and commitment to an installation

Platforms (TLPs). And as can be expected, these

contractor – kicks into full gear. Now expenditures

structures bring their own set of extraordinary

are running into billions of dollars. Issues such as

challenges. Our customers have invested hundreds of

track record, quality and predictability become critical

millions of dollars drilling and appraising a deep water

measures for how projects are conducted, and who our

field. If declared commercial, and depending on the size

customers depend on to get the job done.

and complexity of the reservoir, the floater concept

Strategic performance in the toughest environments
Heerema Marine Contractors has installed 80% of

single-piece deck ever set in the Gulf of Mexico – helps

world’s SPARs and TLPs in some of the toughest marine

us to create floating structure solutions that serve our

environments imaginable. This track record of proven

customers in the most strategic way possible.

and record-breaking experience – such as the heaviest

Unique assets for strength and flexibility
Heerema operates a truly unique fleet of highly specialized installation vessels and equipment. As these modern assets
are fully-owned, we have the ability to provide the redundancy, flexibility and strength our customers need. The SSCV
Thialf has the highest lift capacity in the world. The DCV Balder combines an unmatched set of deep water installation
capabilities such as ultra-high top tension J-Lay, deep water lowering of structures, mooring line deployment and a large
and stable work deck. And our new semi-submersible crane vessel Sleipnir will be introduced in 2019, providing even
more lifting capacity, speed and versatility.
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A commitment to continuous INNOVATION
Our six decades of experience doesn’t mean we are

the recent opening of our new Simulation Center

resting on our laurels. The Oil & Gas industry changes

in the Netherlands, Heerema can provide virtual

quickly, and only the truly innovative will remain at the

representations of nearly every aspect of a project,

top. When it comes to sustainability, we now capture

from riser and mooring installations to topsides lifting

energy from lowering loads, and our Sleipnir will be

and more.

LNG-powered with dual fuel capabilities. And with

Transparent and cost-effective project management
Our customers demand – and deserve – transparency

early engagement not only opens up the opportunity to

when it comes to large projects. We provide transparent

align work scope on a detailed level, but also allows us

installation cost estimates based on real benchmarks

to build safety into the design and improve construction

from previous projects thereby offering our clients

efficiency. Whatever the project needs, we will provide

clear cost indicators at an early stage in the process.

it through a robust execution plan and a track record of

We encourage our customers to involve us (and other

successful execution.

key contractors) as early as possible in the project. This

Expertise with a collaborative approach
Working effectively in tough marine environments

have the proactive ability to mitigate unforeseen issues

demands more than simply knowing what to do. It

before they become a problem. Their collaborative

requires experience, dedication – and above all, people

approach ensures alignment to all timeline, technical,

– to get things done. Our dedicated teams have the

safety and environmental issues. And they have the

passion and expertise needed to plan, execute and

project management experience to run smooth, stable

finish projects incident-free and according to plan. They

operations in any environment across the globe.

A commitment to safety
Heerema has one of the best safety records in the

eliminates the extreme hazards associated with close

industry, and we are committed to maintaining an

proximity to high tension mooring lines and the handling

Incident and Injury Free (IIF) workplace. We start with

of ultra-heavy equipment. Both the high work deck and

our assets, which provide unparalleled safety for both

extraordinary weather workability offered by our SSCVs

people and equipment. For instance, our Heavy Lift Crane

ensure personnel are not subjected to the dangerous and

Vessel (HLV) solution for deep water mooring installation

unpredictable offshore environmental conditions

A commitment to people and the environment
We adhere to ISO certification and legal standards

improvement of our environmental performance and

across the globe. We have a 98% recycling rate for

the prevention of pollution. On every project, and

decommissioned materials. And we measure the

in everything that we do, we perform with fairness,

environmental impact created by our assets and

integrity and respect, making sustainable contributions

activities and set annual targets for the continuous

to the economies in which we operate.

Maintaining your reputation
methodologies with the right equipment and expert

up, and we are acutely aware of our responsibility

techniques. We adhere to safety, human resource

to ensure that these reputations remain intact

and environmental standards. And throughout all

throughout the lifetime of the project and beyond.

of these activities, we foster open transparency to

We plan the work meticulously. We use proven

keep the lines of communication open.
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Our customers’ reputations take years to build
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Our Services:
Would you like to discover more about our services?

Fixed Structures
Fixed
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Floating Structures
Floating
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Subsea Development
Subsea
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Decommissioning
Decommissioning

Offshore Wind
Offshore
Wind

www.heerema.com
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